Vignettes have a long history of use to investigate a number of phenomena in the social, behavioral, and health sciences (e.g., [@bib0005], [@bib0015], [@bib0295]). By allowing the investigator to manipulate specific aspects of a written stimulus while controlling others, vignette-based experimental designs offer a glimpse into how individuals' thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and decisions are affected by factors that may not be easily accessible in real-life situations because of confounding sources of variability that cannot be controlled. These types of questions are of great interest for research on health care service provision because the judgments and actions made by health professionals---and specific aspects thereof, such as quality of care or conformance with practice standards---have enormous implications for individual patients, for health systems, and for governments and other payers. However, it is often unethical or impossible to assess clinical decision-making experimentally with real clinicians and patients in health care settings.

As a solution to this conundrum, vignette designs may be an ideal method for investigating how health clinicians make decisions that affect their patients. However, vignette-based studies have also attracted some criticisms in regard to potential limitations in construct and external validity. Indeed, a key consideration, inherent to all vignette studies, is the extent to which a written stimulus, and participants' responses to it, can accurately represent certain aspects of what happens in the "real world." These are critical questions that warrant careful attention in the design and evaluation of studies.

The aim of this paper is to review and clarify the methodological issues related to vignette-based designs for studying clinicians' decision-making processes and behaviors. We focus on clinical decision-making as a complex cognitive and behavioral process that involves the use of knowledge and skills acquired from one\'s professional training and experience, as applied to particular scenarios in which the clinician is required to make a decision that affects a patient (e.g., assigning diagnoses, selecting treatments). First, we provide an overview of the defining features of vignette-based methodologies followed by a selection of research examples from a range of disciplines. Next, we explore several variations of vignette-based designs. We discuss the strengths and limitations of vignette-based approaches, with particular attention to validity concerns and whether vignette studies can accurately simulate and generalize to the "real word." Although we consider research from a number of disciplines, our review focuses particularly on the application of vignette methodologies in studies among health professionals. We provide several methodological recommendations to ensure the quality and generalizability of vignette-based research in this area. We conclude with a description of how vignettes are being used to examine clinicians' diagnostic decision-making processes as part of case-controlled field studies related to the development of the Mental and Behavioural Disorders chapter of the 11th revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Conditions (ICD-11; [@bib0320]), and discuss the design of those studies in relation to the preceding methodological concepts and recommendations.

Defining features of vignette studies {#sec0005}
=====================================

A vignette[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} is a brief, carefully written description of a person or situation designed to simulate key features of a real world scenario (e.g., [@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0065], [@bib0245]). The content and characteristics of a vignette can be described as consisting of up to three different aspects, based on their function in the study design: (a) *experimental* aspects, which are systematically manipulated across vignettes to assess their effect on the dependent variables; (b) *controlled* aspects, which are kept consistent (i.e., identical or similar) across vignettes in order to eliminate extraneous variance; and (c) in some cases, *contextual* aspects, which demonstrate some variation across vignettes in order to provide verisimilitude (e.g., nonessential details that enhance the "personhood" of a vignette character), but are not thought to exert a causal influence on the dependent variables.

By parsing the variance of vignette content into these three parts, researchers can strive toward overall *vignette equivalence*---where the structure and variation of the text within a vignette is similarly apportioned across all vignettes in the study. Moreover, through careful attention to all aspects of the vignette, researchers can ensure that the vignettes are equivalent in all major respects, except for the careful and deliberate *manipulation of experimental variables*. In other words, vignette equivalence provides a consistent, controlled backdrop against which researchers can systematically vary key independent variables to address questions of interest, while also allowing for examination of differences among participants (e.g., country of residence, language, professional background). For example, [@bib0230] used vignettes to study general practitioners' identification and management of depressive symptoms in a patient presenting for a non-psychological concern. The *experimental* aspects of the vignettes include the gender of the patient (M, F) and the severity of the depressive symptoms (mild, moderate, severe). The *controlled* aspects include the patient\'s age (22 years old), the nature of the presenting concern (mild acne), and the style of the vignettes (brief, ambiguous, and sequential with increasing severity). In this study, there was no *contextual* variation because the experimental manipulation was performed through modifications to a single vignette, rather than through generating different vignettes.

Another defining feature of vignette studies is that they employ participant-reported data collection strategies (i.e., self-reported responses to questions about the vignette), which are characteristic of traditional survey methodologies. These strategies can include quantitative and/or qualitative approaches that provide standardized questions to be answered by all participants. Just as vignette equivalence ensures the consistency of the experimental stimuli, *response consistency*---where items and response options are standardized for all participants---ensures that the data gathered are interpretable in a consistent manner, allowing meaningful conclusions to be drawn (e.g., [@bib0065], [@bib0150]).

Historical background {#sec0010}
=====================

Over the past half-century, vignettes have been used to address myriad questions across a wide range of scientific fields and professional disciplines, including business, marketing, and economics (e.g., [@bib0310]); social and experimental psychology (e.g., [@bib0110]); sociology ([@bib0295]); developmental psychology (e.g., [@bib0085]); and education and school psychology ([@bib0030]). Early vignette studies often used written hypothetical scenarios for non-experimental purposes, for example, in field research in anthropology ([@bib0080]), and clinician training and assessment in medicine ([@bib0315]). Vignettes continue to be used for training purposes in several areas, including diagnostic assessment in mental health care ([@bib0020]) and professional ethics in psychology and medicine ([@bib0160], [@bib0175]). Social and experimental psychologists were among the first to utilize vignettes for experimental research, primarily to investigate factors affecting people\'s perceptions of guilt and responsibility in hypothetical cases of rape, murder, and car accidents (e.g., [@bib0110], [@bib0180], [@bib0305]).

Vignettes have been particularly useful for research in the health and mental health professions. In nursing and medicine, studies have examined professionals' attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs (e.g., [@bib0095]), quality of care in outpatient settings (e.g., [@bib0195]), forensic psychiatric judgments concerning criminal insanity (e.g., [@bib0070]), and general practitioners' decision making (e.g., [@bib0290]). In social work, researchers have used factorial surveys to examine how social workers make decisions about diagnosis and treatment ([@bib0280], [@bib0300]), as well as to understand how individuals view and make decisions about issues such as child protection, race, and poverty (e.g., [@bib0270]). Similarly, in clinical and health psychology, vignettes have been utilized to assess perceptions and attitudes, such as children\'s perceptions of peers with chronic illnesses or behavioral disorders (e.g., [@bib0140], [@bib0170], [@bib0220]).

Research design variations {#sec0015}
==========================

Most vignette studies are characterized by the same basic logic and variations as other experimental designs ([@bib0050]), in which different levels in the independent variable are operationalized as different conditions (i.e., vignettes) with which participants may be presented. Major variations of this methodology include *between-subjects* designs, where participants are randomly assigned to different vignette groups, such that all participants within a group are presented with the same vignette and participants in different groups are presented with different vignettes; *within-subjects* designs, where all participants are presented with a set of multiple vignettes; or *mixed designs*, where participants are randomly assigned to different groups, and within each group participants are presented with different sets of vignettes ([@bib0010]). When used in vignette studies, each of these design variations carries with it strengths and weaknesses similar to those associated with other between-subject, within-subject, or mixed design studies ([@bib0010], [@bib0050]). These traditional experimental methods continue to be employed frequently and are well suited for research questions where the independent variables are categorical and relatively few.

A somewhat newer design is the factorial survey ([@bib0235], [@bib0240]). Whereas traditional experimental designs require separate vignettes for each condition, factorial surveys allow the experimental variables (continuous and categorical) to be randomly varied directly within the vignette for each participant ([@bib0150], [@bib0280], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]). Returning to our earlier example vignette study ([@bib0230]), suppose the researchers were also interested in how other demographic characteristics of the patient (e.g., age, ethnicity, income level, marital status, number of children) would affect the general practitioners' assessment and treatment of the depressive symptoms. In a traditional experimental design, this question would entail a factorial structure where continuous variables (age, income level) would be converted into categorical factors, and the number of participant groups would increase exponentially with each additional factor, thus requiring an enormous sample size. In the factorial survey design, however, the different values of these variables (e,g., age \[20,25, 30 ... 75\], marital status \[single, married\]) can be randomly varied directly in the text of the vignette for each participant. Each vignette variation is uniquely and automatically generated from a very large number of possible variations---in this example, 6,912 possible vignettes---and might be seen by only one participant, or not seen at all.

The design and analyses in a factorial survey, then, are based on the patterns of variation associated with characteristics of the vignettes sampled (based on survey methods and regression/correlation) rather than comparison of differences associated with vignette conditions (based on experimental methods and ANOVA) ([@bib0150], [@bib0280], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]). Thus, the factorial design can be more efficient for research questions involving continuous variables and a large number of factors (e.g., [@bib0280]). However, because this method can quickly increase the complexity of a design, it may not be appropriate for research questions that could be more parsimoniously addressed with a traditional experimental design ([@bib0010], [@bib0255]).

The vignette world and the real world {#sec0020}
=====================================

Throughout the literature, numerous proponents (e.g., [@bib0005], [@bib0150], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]) and critics (e.g., [@bib0035], [@bib0045], [@bib0275]) of vignette research have echoed concerns about the artificiality of vignettes. That is, textual descriptions and hypothetical behavior might not be sufficiently representative of real-world phenomena, and this raises concerns about the validity of research findings and conclusions based on them (see also [@bib0065], [@bib0090], [@bib0095], [@bib0120], [@bib0260]).

To accurately understand and address these concerns, it is necessary to first consider the various functions that vignettes must serve (e.g., [@bib0280], [@bib0300]) and their relations to internal, external, and construct validity ([@bib0050]). First, a vignette must *simulate* certain aspects of real-world scenarios, often bearing some resemblance to situations encountered by the participant. This simulation function is a facet of *construct validity*, or the degree to which a variable approximates or measures the intended theoretical construct. Second, vignettes, and the differences between vignettes, are intended to *elicit* some kind of effect that is hypothesized to exist independently in the real world. This elicitation function relates to the study\'s *internal validity*, or the degree to which changes in the dependent variable can be accurately attributed to changes in the independent variable. Third, vignette studies should produce results that *generalize* to real-world situations encountered by the participants and others like them, reflecting the definition of *external validity*. These three components of validity are conceptually distinct but functionally interrelated ([@bib0050]). For example, poorly written, unrealistic vignettes (low construct validity) will likely fail to elicit responses from participants that can be clearly differentiated, thereby diminishing the integrity of causal inferences (low internal validity) and the generalizability of findings (low external validity).

Although these are important considerations for any methodology, vignette studies are unique in that so much of the weight of the study\'s validity is concentrated in one element: the vignettes. Due to the multipurpose nature of the vignettes used in experimental research, this methodology has considerable advantages as well as unique challenges and disadvantages. By way of comparison, traditional survey designs are recognized as having the potential for high external validity but numerous threats to internal validity. In contrast, traditional experiments are designed to ensure high internal validity, though this is often at the expense of external validity ([@bib0050]). Used appropriately, vignette studies have been recognized as a "hybrid" methodology that inherits the external validity strengths of survey research and the internal validity strengths of experimental methods ([@bib0010], [@bib0135], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0255], [@bib0280]).

Regarding the construct validity and simulation function of vignettes, it should be acknowledged that vignettes are *not* intended to re-create real-world situations. Rather, they are designed to approximate, isolate, manipulate, and measure key aspects of the decision-making processes that individuals use in real world situations ([@bib0005], [@bib0090], [@bib0285], [@bib0300]). Similarly, in regard to the external validity and generalizability of findings, participants' behavior in a vignette study is not intended to be interpreted as representative of their behavior in the real world, but rather as strong predictors or proxies for such behavior, given the circumstances approximated by the vignette ([@bib0090], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]). Thus, the more useful question is not whether the "vignette world" is equivalent to the "real world," but rather, whether the mental and behavioral processes used in the study are activated in a manner that is similar to the way in which these processes are used in real life.

It is notable that many of the criticisms about vignette artificiality are framed in arguments that cannot be definitively refuted. Indeed, one\'s hypothetical behavior in an experiment may differ from one\'s actual behavior in real life ([@bib0025], [@bib0090], [@bib0105], [@bib0120], [@bib0135], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0245]). Further, most vignette studies do not (or, for ethical or logistical reasons, cannot) measure the correspondence between the hypothetical behavior and actual behavior. However, the available evidence addressing this issue suggests that participants respond to hypothetical and real-life scenarios in a similar manner. For example, in a follow-up study with nurses who had previously participated in a study using vignettes describing assaults on staff by patients, [@bib0155] found that nurses' responses to vignette scenarios predicted their responses to real patient assault incidents that they subsequently encountered in their regular work. Similarly, family physicians made similar consultation referrals in response to case vignettes as to actual patients ([@bib0130]), and rheumatologists showed a nearly perfect correlation (*r* = .90) in their assessments of real patients and similar "paper patients" ([@bib0125]).

Several comparison studies and reviews have yielded similar conclusions. In a meta-analysis of 111 studies ([@bib0185]), vignette methodologies demonstrated little difference from observations of actual behavior; although vignettes sometimes lead to larger effect sizes, which may reflect an increase in internal validity with some reduction in external validity. In studies with health care providers, clinical vignettes yield findings very similar to those using standardized patients (which researchers sometimes refer to as the "gold standard") for measuring physician care ([@bib0195], [@bib0200], [@bib0250], [@bib0285]). In general, clinicians' perceptions of and responses to vignettes appear to resemble their responses to real life situations.

Practical and scientific utility of vignettes {#sec0025}
=============================================

In addition to the validity considerations discussed above, vignette methodologies offer several advantages in terms of their *utility* in the development and implementation of a research study. That is, in comparison to other methodologies, vignettes can be a useful tool for investigating a wide range of research subjects and question types (flexibility), with relatively low requirements in terms of time, personnel, funding, or other resources (efficiency). Using vignettes, researchers can represent particular scenarios accurately, concretely, and with a level of detail that supports their realism and credibility ([@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0295]). The content of the vignette can be carefully tailored to provide a concise distillation of relevant information (comprised of experimental, controlled, and contextual content) while omitting unnecessary or irrelevant material. Vignette designs provide a feasible alternative to a range of other methodologies (e.g., record review, interview, focus group, diary, survey) and are well suited for almost any question about the judgments and decision-making processes of individuals in general, and of professionals in particular ([@bib0060], [@bib0150], [@bib0250], [@bib0280], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]).

Indeed, research suggests that vignette methodologies are a valid, reliable, inexpensive, and practical method for assessing clinical practice ([@bib0015], [@bib0285]). For example, vignette studies assessing quality of care among outpatient physicians found vignettes to provide higher criterion validity, consistency, and variation in comparison to other research methodologies, including the much more expensive use of standardized patients ([@bib0195], [@bib0200]). Similar results have been found in multi-national studies, providing some evidence for the cross-cultural applicability and utility of clinical vignettes ([@bib0190], [@bib0265]). Further, by using vignettes, these studies bypass a number of ethical concerns that can arise in studies with actual patients or confidential health data ([@bib0250], [@bib0280]), not to mention cost and feasibility constraints ([@bib0195], [@bib0285]).

Vignettes can overcome several well-known internal validity weaknesses that accompany traditional survey research. A concrete, detailed, hypothetical vignette situation provides a better investigative vehicle than asking abstract questions about attitudes and perceptions ([@bib0005]). In survey research, the use of pre-established questionnaires, checklists, and open-ended questions can introduce investigative bias, prompting effects, and an undesirable degree of specificity, ambiguity, or misinterpretation in participants' responses ([@bib0245]). Vignettes can overcome these limitations by providing a consistent, non-personal frame of reference that allows participants to think beyond the idiosyncrasies of their own personal situation ([@bib0245]).

The participant\'s "psychological distance" from the research question is critical in that it allows investigators to overcome various observer effects, including social desirability or "yea-saying" effects ([@bib0005], [@bib0095], [@bib0245], [@bib0310], [@bib0295]). By asking research questions and inferring conclusions indirectly, researchers can investigate sensitive or controversial issues and perspectives, attitudes, and biases that participants may not feel comfortable disclosing, or may even escape their own awareness ([@bib0005], [@bib0025], [@bib0060], [@bib0065], [@bib0075], [@bib0090], [@bib0095], [@bib0120], [@bib0295]). More importantly, researchers can determine how these biases influence participants' decisions and behaviors.

Any psychological research can be subject to the "Hawthorne effect," where participant behavior varies as a function of whether they think they are being observed. [@bib0065] argues that a major advantage of using vignettes is that participants are less likely to perceive and be influenced by the act of observation. Similarly, clinician participants are also subject to the "Sentinel effect," where their behavior may change as a result of being *evaluated* (or perceived as such) rather than simply observed ([@bib0285]). Indeed, practitioners readily recognize their own motivation to justify their clinical decisions and give the "right" answer ([@bib0280]), reflecting a natural propensity toward presenting oneself as a competent professional. [@bib0285] suggested that, scientifically, unidentified standardized patients may be the best method for overcoming these observer effects; ethically, however, this practice can be problematic. Considering the "distance" afforded by the vignette scenario, coupled with clear indications of confidentiality/anonymity and the non-evaluative nature of the study, vignette designs are perhaps the most effective means for minimizing these observer effects ([@bib0065]), while still allowing clinicians full knowledge of the nature of their participation ([@bib0285]).

Regarding internal validity, vignette studies afford researchers control and standardization of vignette presentation, alongside systematic manipulation of key aspects of the vignette, thus allowing for rigorous causal inferences to be drawn with respect to the unique and shared variance of multiple factors predicting clinician behavior ([@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0280], [@bib0285], [@bib0295]). In addition, vignettes can be written in a way that overcomes the multicollinearity and nonorthogonality among variables as they occur in the real world, while still appearing just as realistic to participants ([@bib0150], [@bib0280], [@bib0295]). Vignette designs can facilitate increased analytic power and efficiency across a number of analytic methods, including regression, ANOVA, and multilevel modeling ([@bib0010], [@bib0150], [@bib0185], [@bib0295], [@bib0300]). Finally, clinician participants may find enjoyment, challenge, and creativity in participating in vignette studies ([@bib0245], [@bib0310]). [@bib0280] argues that, to the extent that the design can increase participants' engagement (e.g., reading stories and solving problems rather than answering a list of survey questions), the data will be more accurate as a result.

Methodological recommendations {#sec0030}
==============================

Based on the literature reviewed above, as well as our own research and clinical experience, we now offer several recommendations for the development and implementation of vignette studies examining clinicians' decision-making processes. Of course, specific prescriptions for study design would vary a great deal depending on the context and purpose of the study, so we focus only on general recommendations applicable to most studies. For clarity and brevity, we summarize our recommendations for vignette *content* in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} and focus our discussion on procedures for vignette *development*.Table 1Recommendations for vignette content.Vignettes should1. Derive from the literature and/or clinical experience2. Be clear, well-written, and carefully edited3. Not be longer than necessary (typically between 50 and 500 words)4. Follow a narrative, story-like progression5. Follow a similar structure and style for all vignettes in the study6. Use present tense (past tense only for history and background information)7. Avoid placing the participant "in the vignette" (e.g., as first- or third-person character)8. Balance gender and age across vignettes[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}9. Be as neutral as possible with respect to cultural and socio-economic factors[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}10. Resemble real people, not a personification of a list of symptoms or behaviors11. Be relatable, relevant, and plausible to participants12. Avoid "red herrings", misleading details, and bizarre content13. Highlight the key variables of interest, facilitating experimental effects14. Facilitate participant engagement and thinking by including vague or ambiguous elements15. Cover all pertinent variables (or omit selected variables for specific purposes)[^1][^2]

As with any investigation, the research objectives should first be clearly defined and several methodological approaches should be considered. Vignettes are particularly useful when the research question involves an understanding of causal associations related to phenomena that are inaccessible or unobservable for ethical, logistical, or validity reasons. A wide array of design variations (e.g., factorial survey, traditional experimental designs) can be considered and flexibly adapted to suit the purpose of the study. Factorial surveys lend themselves to investigations involving multiple continuous variables, whereas traditional experimental designs are often more effective for between-group or within-subject research questions.

Once a vignette-based design is selected, researchers should develop vignettes specifically to accomplish the study objectives with attention to internal, external, and construct validity. Researchers should initially develop a larger-than-necessary vignette population from which they can subsequently select or piece together the best vignettes to comprise the study sample ([@bib0010]). The final vignettes should be submitted to a panel of experts for further review and revision in order to improve the vignettes' clarity, cultural neutrality, and validity ([@bib0065], [@bib0135], [@bib0285]). The effectiveness of a review process can be increased by including multiple reviewers and providing specific instructions regarding the key components of the vignette that should be identified and rated (e.g., levels of functional impairment and symptom severity) and on what basis (e.g., clinical experience, comparison to a reference). As far as possible, the reviewers should be kept blind---for example, they may not need to know the precise methodological nature (experimental, contextual, or controlled) of the dimensions that they are asked to rate, or how specific vignettes fit into the larger experimental design. Next, after the vignettes are revised and finalized, they should be subjected to a separate pilot testing process ([@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065]).

Empirical methods can be utilized to address the validity concerns discussed above. With respect to threats to internal validity, researchers can include items that serve as manipulation checks to determine the degree to which the vignette text elicited the desired effect (e.g., items assessing participants' perceptions of experimental aspects versus controlled aspects of the vignette). Regarding construct validity, items can be included to assess the degree to which the vignette resembled persons or scenarios encountered by the participant in real life. Following [@bib0155] example, external validity can be assessed by identifying the association between participants' hypothetical behavior and their real behavior in similar situations, possibly in a follow-up study.

Finally, to mitigate observer effects, clinicians should be told that the researchers' goal is to study the behaviors of a group, not to evaluate the behaviors of individuals ([@bib0285]). Depending on the design of the study, researchers may also need to clarify a number of issues related to how participants are to respond---for example, as themselves, or as if they were a character in the vignette; describing what they *would* do or what they *should* do in that scenario; acknowledging or ignoring real-life limitations (e.g., availability of specialists for referrals). Randomization and counterbalancing techniques should be used whenever possible and appropriate. Further, when designing studies where participants read multiple vignettes, researchers should be mindful of whether this violates independence assumptions ([@bib0280]) or is likely to induce carryover effects ([@bib0255]). Caution should also be taken to ensure that participation is not excessively time-consuming, reading-intensive, boring, or burdensome ([@bib0060], [@bib0120], [@bib0295]), and this is a particularly important concern in factorial designs and studies with multiple vignettes and item sets.

Example ICD-11 case-controlled field studies {#sec0035}
============================================

WHO is currently developing the eleventh revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-11), planned for approval by the World Health Assembly in 2017. The development and maintenance of the ICD is a core constitutional responsibility of WHO, a specialized agency of the United Nations whose mission and activities focus on global public health. The ICD is the international standard for health information to enable the assessment and monitoring of mortality, morbidity, and other relevant parameters related to health around the world. The WHO Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse is responsible for coordinating the technical activities associated with the development of the ICD-11 chapter on Mental and Behavioural Disorders within the context of the overall revision framework ([@bib0100]).

The WHO Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse has undertaken a systematic program of global research, including *formative* field studies to inform the development of the proposed diagnostic guidelines for ICD-11 ([@bib0040], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0225]) and subsequent *evaluative* field studies to assess their validity, reliability, and clinical utility in practice around the world ([@bib0100], [@bib0205]).[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} A central aim of the ICD-11 development process is to improve the diagnostic classification system\'s *clinical utility*, which has been previously defined based on its value for communicating clinical information, its implementation characteristics in clinical settings (e.g., ease of use, accuracy, feasibility), and its usefulness for informing clinical decision making ([@bib0205], p. 461). Along with advances in scientific knowledge, improving clinical utility has been identified by WHO as a central rationale for making changes ([@bib0100]). Key questions for the current phase of field testing relate to whether the proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines result in more consistent diagnoses than existing ICD-10 diagnostic guidelines and whether clinicians find them to be more clinically useful.

Based on the literature reviewed above and numerous discussions with collaborating researchers, it was determined that clinical vignettes would be a valid, feasible, and appropriate tool for assessing these questions. This was particularly the case given the goal of comparing diagnostic guidance developed for ICD-11 with existing diagnostic guidelines in ICD-10. In order to test the specific effect of the different guidelines, it would be necessary to control for the variability associated with clinical presentations to which the guidelines would be applied and to manipulate key variables of interest. As reviewed above, case-controlled studies using vignette methodologies are ideally and specifically suited to the examination of these research questions, and superior to more ecologically-based methods in which it would not be possible to control the case variability associated with real patients. In vignette-based studies, the characteristics of the cases to be rated can be standardized and systematically controlled or varied to include specific attributes that are relevant to the research question.

Thus, a series of case-controlled studies using vignettes, and disseminated via the internet, are being implemented to assess the utility of proposed changes to ICD-11 among a global, multilingual, and multidisciplinary sample of over 11,000 mental health professionals from more than 130 countries (see [www.globalclinicalpractice.net](http://www.globalclinicalpractice.net/){#intr0005}). We provide a brief description of these studies here for illustration of the principles described above. Each of the ICD-11 case-controlled field studies is designed to assess the differences in clinicians' diagnostic behavior produced by the ICD-10 and the proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines. These field studies generally follow a similar overarching design, with each study tailored to address questions specific to the content area.[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} Clinician participants are first randomly assigned to use either ICD-10 or ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines, and they are asked to review the portions of this material relevant to the area of the study. Second, participants are presented with a series of two vignettes (counterbalanced), selected from a small pool of paired-vignette comparisons, carefully designed to investigate the effects of key changes proposed for ICD-11. Using the diagnostic guidelines presented, participants are asked to choose a diagnosis or indicate that no diagnosis is warranted. Because the study is electronically presented via the internet, subsequent questions can be adaptively programmed to facilitate a step-by-step re-evaluation using diagnostic questions, followed by items assessing various aspects of the vignette (e.g., severity, impairment), the guidelines (e.g., ease of use, goodness of fit, representativeness), and the clinicians' diagnostic response (e.g., confidence in diagnosis, differential diagnosis considerations). The design allows the researchers to draw causal inferences related to how differences between diagnostic systems (ICD-10 vs. ICD-11) and vignette material (first vs. second vignette) affect clinicians' diagnostic decision-making, including the accuracy, efficiency, and clarity of the diagnosis, and the clinical utility of the ICD-11 proposals.

In each study, the research team follows particular guidelines for the development, pre-testing, revising, and pilot testing of the vignettes and the studies. For example, to investigate the proposed addition of Complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder to the ICD-11 diagnostic classification in the study for Disorders Specifically Related to Stress, vignettes were developed to reflect prototypic presentations of Post Traumatic-Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Complex PTSD, with different types of precipitating stressors and symptomatology. Vignettes were written by global members of the Working Group on Disorders Specifically Associated with Stress ([@bib0165]) based on their clinical and research expertise in that area of psychopathology. General guidelines were provided parallel to the recommendations in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Specific instructions were also provided regarding the clinical characteristics of each specific vignette based on the questions of interest for each paired comparison. Experimental elements (e.g., differences in type of trauma) were embedded within vignettes that were otherwise similar (i.e., controlled aspects). To address artificiality concerns, vignettes were to be written based on real cases that the Working Group members had seen in their clinical practice, following a familiar structure for the presentation of clinical information in case notes and including personal details (contextual content) that "fleshed out" the personhood of the case. Writers were asked to clearly differentiate present from historical information (e.g., through careful use of tenses in describing past traumatic events and current symptoms), and to avoid the inclusion of culturally specific details. Multiple drafts of each vignette were written so that the investigators select the vignettes (in some cases by revising or combining them) that best demonstrated the required characteristic given requirements of construct validity (e.g., the extent to which the vignette reflects a diagnosis of PTSD or Complex PTSD) and the intended experimental manipulation. Researchers then carefully edited the vignettes for narrativity, readability, consistency (e.g., length, presentation style), and cultural neutrality.

In each of these case-controlled field studies, the initial set of vignettes undergoes a rigorous pre-testing in which expert raters read each vignette, provide a diagnosis, confirm (or deny) the presence of key diagnostic features, indicating the specific passages of the vignette that support those conclusions, and complete ratings of the severity of the case. This pre-testing process was designed to evaluate whether expert raters reach consistent diagnostic conclusions. This provides a validation of the vignette content, so that variability in response patterns of participants can be confidently interpreted as reflecting changes in diagnostic reasoning rather than ambiguous content in the vignettes themselves. Where inconsistencies are noted by expert raters, the vignettes are clarified accordingly, or an alternative vignette is developed and pre-tested. Finally, the vignettes are embedded in the study itself and a different set of collaborators pilot tests the study to provide a final review of the survey programming, participant experience, and vignette material in context.

It is notable that the vignette developers and pre-testers used in the ICD-11 program of case-controlled field studies are always multidisciplinary and represent different world regions, including a high proportion who are from low- and middle-income countries and who are not native English speakers. These procedures help to ensure cultural neutrality of the symptoms and additional details of the vignette as well as reflecting the intended users of the ICD-11. After vignette studies are developed, tested and launched in English, they undergo similarly rigorous processes for translation, re-testing, and implementation in other languages, including Spanish, Chinese, French, Japanese, and Russian.

Conclusions {#sec0040}
===========

In this article, we have reviewed methodological issues and design variations related to using research methodologies utilizing vignettes, particularly as a way of investigating clinicians' decision-making behaviors. When used appropriately, vignettes can be a flexible, practical, and powerful tool for studying how various factors influence clinicians' judgments and decisions, allowing for a degree of experimental control over stimulus presentation that is typically not feasible or ethical using real patients. Within a sound research design, vignette studies can combine the strengths of survey and experimental methodologies, maximizing both internal and external validity. Although vignette methodologies are not without their limitations, they can be superior for investigating specific types of questions and highly generalizable to real world behavior among clinicians. Evidence supports the use of vignette studies to provide one perspective---often not accessible through alternative methods---into the mental and behavioral processes that clinicians use in their professional lives. Focusing on internal, external, and construct validity, we have provided several recommendations that can help improve the methodological rigor and scientific thinking regarding vignette-based research. The ICD-11 case-controlled field studies provide an example of well-designed vignette studies aimed at addressing specific research questions for which vignette methodologies are specifically suited. This is an extremely important use of vignette studies in the context of developing a global system of mental disorder classification and illustrates the potential for these methodologies in global, multidisciplinary, and multilingual research in health care.
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In this article we focus our definition of "vignette" on narrative text presentations only; we do not discuss other media formats (e.g., photographs, illustrations, video, audio, games), which could also be considered types of vignettes.

Evaluative field studies are currently being conducted, with results to be disseminated in future publications. A forthcoming article ([@bib0115]) provides an overview of the methodology and rationale of these studies.

This article focuses on ICD-11 case-controlled field studies using an experimental design comparing ICD-10 and ICD-11. Other ICD-11 case-controlled field studies use alternative research designs, for example based on Item Response Theory, that also make use of vignettes.

[^1]: Key references: ([@bib0060], [@bib0065], [@bib0090]; Hughes & [@bib0095], [@bib0105], [@bib0120], [@bib0285], [@bib0295]).

[^2]: Exceptions may apply if these factors are included among the experimental variables.
